Parking Permit Application
Classes of 2020 & 2021,
The parking application for the 2019-20 school year is now available! To access it, please click
on the link to the Google form below, complete all of the required sections and then submit. You
will receive a confirmation email upon submission containing a link to go back to your
application should any future edits be necessary. Please also safely store this message in case of
any electronic errors or discrepancies that may arise.
I am pleased to share that the fee for purchasing a permit for the upcoming school year will
remain at $80. However, please be advised that all applicants MUST have a valid driver’s
license in order to complete the form and purchase a tag. Pick up dates for the new hang tags
will be announced with further instructions for payment and retrieval sometime in midAugust. You must have an application on file in order purchase a tag!
For those students with summer or fall birthdays and have yet to turn 16, or for those that are of
age and simply have not yet obtained their license but plan to in the coming months, please know
the parking application will remain live throughout the summer and into next school year and
can then be filled out at any time after a valid drivers’ license has been acquired. Our late
August retrieval merely represents the FIRST available time(s) for which parking tags can be
purchased and picked up for those that have applied. Because we have unassigned parking, we
have been able to effectively eliminate the need for maintaining a waiting list by accommodating
all valid applications, even those that are submitted during the late summer and into the fall.
Please note that the following link will be used for both Lakeland and IA students and the two
will automatically be separated upon submission. IA students will receive separate instructions
for payment and retrieval during the summer as your school year begins earlier and your lot is
separately assigned and maintained.
https://forms.gle/VxBVLGd8qX798KQs
Enjoy your summer,
Matthew Hamill
Assistant Principal
Lakeland High School

